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Abstract. An upwind mixed finite element method is proposed on changing
meshes for solving a positive semi-definite miscible displacement problem of DarcyForchheimer flow in three-dimensional porous media. The pressure and velocity could
be obtained together by using a mixed finite element, and the computational accuracy
of velocity is improved. The concentration equation is solved by the upwind mixed
finite element scheme on changing meshes, where the upwind approximation and an
expanded mixed finite element are adopted for the convection and diffusion, respectively. It solves the convection-dominated diffusion problem well and has the following improvements. First, the conservation of mass, an important physical nature, is
preserved. Second, it has high order computational accuracy. An optimal-order error
estimates is concluded. Numerical experiments illustrate the efficiency and application of the presented scheme.
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Introduction

The pressure-velocity mathematical model is generally used for interpreting the DarcyForchheimer’s law, and describes the miscible displacement of two-phase flow in porous
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media. A nonlinear partial differential system with initial-boundary conditions is formulated for the incompressible displacement [1–4].
µ(c)κ −1 u + βρ(c)|u|u +∇ p = r (c)∇d,

X = ( x,y,z)T ∈ Ω,

t ∈ J = (0, T̄ ],

(1.1a)

∇· u = q = q I + q p ,
∂c
φ + u ·∇c −∇·( D (u)∇c)+ q I c = q I c I ,
∂t

X ∈ Ω,

t ∈ J,

(1.1b)

X ∈ Ω,

t ∈ J = (0,T ],

(1.1c)

where Ω denotes a bounded three-dimensional domain.
To describe the displacement of highspeed flow in heterogeneous media especially
nearby the wells [2], Forchheimer put forward one mathematical model of DarcyForchheimer flow and discussed its numerical simulation in [1]. Darcy-Forchheimer’s
law is Darcy’s law when β = 0. The law of Darcy-Forchheimer was discussed in [3], and
the regularity was analyzed in [4].
The problem of (1.1) and (1.1c) satisfy the conservative law of mass. Functions p( X,t),
u( X,t) and c( X,t) denote the pressure, Darcy velocity and the concentration of one component, respectively. The coefficients are interpreted as follows, κ ( X ), the absolute permeability, φ( X ), the porosity, β( X ), Forchheimer coefficient, r ( X,c), the gravity coefficient, and d( X ), the vertical coordinate. q( X,t), the production, is usually defined by a
linear function of the production q p and the injection q I , q( X,t) = q I ( X,t)+ q p ( X,t). The
externally-imposed concentration at an injection well, c I , is known.
Suppose that two fluids are incompressible and their total volume does not decrease.
Suppose that no chemical reaction takes place. Let ρ1 and ρ2 denote the densities of
different fluids and let the density of their mixture be denoted by
ρ(c) = cρ1 +(1 − c)ρ2 .

(1.2)

The mixture’s viscosity is determined by
µ(c) = cµ1−1/4 +(1 − c)µ2−1/4

 −4

.

(1.3)

D (u) is the diffusion tensor of molecular diffusion and mechanical dispersion, generally
defined by

û2x û x ûy û x ûz
ûy ûz 
D( X,u) =φdm I + dl |u| β  û x ûy û2y
û2z
û x ûz ûy ûz

 2
ûy + û2z −û x ûy −û x ûz
+ dt |u| β  −û x ûy û2x + û2z −ûy ûz  ,
−û x ûz −ûy ûz û2x + û2y


(1.4)

where dm is the molecular diffusivity, I is a 3 × 3 identity matrix, dl and dt are the longitudinal and transverse dispersivities, respectively, and û x , ûy and ûz represent the three

